Global X-ray emission during an isolated substorm - A case study
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Abstract. The Polar Ionospheric X-ray Imaging Experiment (PIXIE) and the UV imager (UVI) onboard the Polar satellite
have provided the first simultaneous global scale views of the patterns of electron precipitation through imaging of the
atmospheric X-ray bremsstrahlung and the auroral UV emissions. While the UV images in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield-long
(LBHL) band used in this study respond to the total electron energy flux which is usually dominated by low-energy
electrons (<10 keV), the PIXIE images of X-ray bremsstrahlung above 2.7 keV respond to electrons of energy above ∼3
keV. Comparison of precipitation features seen by UVI and PIXIE provides information on essentially complementary
energy ranges of the precipitating electrons. In this study an isolated substorm is examined using data from PIXIE, UVI,
ground-based measurements, and in situ measurements from high- and low-altitude satellites to obtain information about
the global characteristics during the event. Results from a statistical study of isolated substorms, which has reported a
significant difference in the patterns of energetic electron precipitation compared to the less energetic precipitation are
confirmed. A localized maximum of electron precipitation in the morning sector delayed with respect to substorm onset is
clearly seen in the X-ray aurora, and the time delay of this morning precipitation relative to substorm onset strongly
indicates that this intensification is caused by electrons injected in the midnight sector drifting into a region in the dawnside
magnetosphere where some mechanism effectively scatter the electrons into the loss cone. In this study we also present the
results from two low-altitude satellite passes through the region of the localized maximum of X-ray emission in the
morning sector. Measured X rays are compared with X-ray fluxes calculated from the electron spectral measurements. By
fitting the electron spectra by a sum of two exponentials we obtain fairly good agreement between calculated and directly
measured X-ray flux profiles.

1. Introduction
The International Solar Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program
provides a unique opportunity to study the global substorm. Combining satellite monitoring, ground-based measurements, and
remote sensing techniques such as visible, ultraviolet (UV) and Xray imaging one might be able to establish a comprehensive picture of the substorm development in the entire energy range of
precipitating electrons taking part in the global substorm [Robinson and Vondrak, 1994]. The first global schematics of the auroral
substorm were based on statistical studies of data from a large
number of all-sky camera stations [Akasofu, 1964;
Akasofu, 1968; Feldstein and Starkov, 1967]. Many of the largescale features from these schematics have been confirmed by global UV imagers and visible imagers. As UV and visible emissions
are proportional to the total electron energy flux which is usually
dominated by electron energies below 10 keV, the global UV and
visible images mainly display the patterns of the low-energy electron precipitation. Visible imagers are also restricted to image
only the night side aurora due to contamination by sunlight.
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Until recently global imaging of the energetic electron precipitation has not been available. Our knowledge of how the precipitating energetic electrons behave during substorms has been based
on measurements of cosmic radio noise absorption (riometer)
[Hartz and Brice, 1967; Jelly and Brice, 1967; Berkey
et al., 1974], X-ray measurements from balloon campaigns [Bjordal et al., 1971; Sletten et al., 1971; Kangas et al., 1975], particle
measurements in space [McDiarmid et al., 1975; Hardy
et al., 1985] and X-ray measurements from low-altitude satellites
[Imhof et al., 1980; Chenette et al., 1992]. The Polar Ionospheric
X-ray Imaging Experiment (PIXIE) [Imhof et al., 1995] onboard
the Polar satellite is the first true two-dimensional imaging instrument developed to measure the global X-ray emission simultaneously. As the X rays are produced by high-energy electrons
interacting with the contents of the ionosphere, PIXIE provides
the ability of studying both the spatial and temporal patterns of the
global energetic electron precipitation during substorms.
From several statistical studies based on satellite measurements
[McDiarmid et al., 1975; Hardy et al., 1985], riometer measurements [Hartz and Brice, 1967; Jelly and Brice, 1967; Berkey
et al., 1974] and global images in UV [Liou et al., 1997] and X
rays [Petrinec et al., 1998] there are found to exist two maximum
regions of energetic precipitation but three maxima in the softer
precipitation (<1 keV). McDiarmid et al. [1975] and Hardy et al.
[1985] studied electron measurements in the energy range from
tens of eV up to tens of keV, while Jelly and Brice [1967] and Berkey et al. [1974] studied absorption of cosmic radio noise, which
is sensitive to electrons of energies from 10 to 100 keV. Focusing
on the energetic precipitation all these studies found the first and
most intense maximum to be situated around midnight and to be
related to the injection of fresh electrons. They found another
maximum to be located between dawn and noon, most probably
related to the drifting electrons. However, by focusing on electron
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2. Observations and Interpretation
To examine the temporal behaviour of the energetic electron
precipitation during substorms and particularly the localized maximum seen in the morning sector delayed relative to the substorm
onset, we have looked for an isolated substorm when PIXIE was
detecting both the low-energy X rays (~3 keV-10 keV) and the
high-energy range (~10-20 keV). Due to a problem with the highvoltage supply in the front chamber of the PIXIE instrument,
which measures the low-energy X rays, the front chamber had to
be duty cycled with 5 min on and 10 min off for most of 1997.
However, the rear chamber measuring the high-energy X rays provides continuous measurements. The substorm occurring at ~1108
UT September 4, 1997 complied with these constraints. In
Figure 1 the magnetic conditions during the substorm are shown.
From the AE index the isolated nature of this event is clearly seen.
The AE index rises from quiet conditions up to 650 nT and recovers to about 0 nT during this substorm. Data from all the 8 stations
in the Kyoto data base are included to obtain the AE index. We see
from the Dst index in of Figure 1a that the substorm occurred in
the recovery phase of a substantial magnetic storm which reached
a minimum of -150 nT the day before. However, the Kp index was
only 2 at the time the substorm occurred.
In Figure 2 the locations of the various spacecrafts providing
data for this study are shown. From Figure 2a we see that the Polar
satellite, providing X-ray data from PIXIE [Imhof et al., 1995]
and UV data from the ultraviolet imager (UVI) [Torr et al., 1995]
was in an apogee pass, well situated to image the global aurora in
the northern hemisphere. From Figure 2b an equatorial view
shows that Geotail was located close to midnight in the magnetic
tail at 10 RE well situated to observe the injection of particles at the
onset of the substorm. The geosynchronous Los Alamos spacecraft, SC 1994-084 was located in the evening sector at ~18 magnetic local time (MLT).
In Plate 1 the UV images and the PIXIE images are shown.
Left panels show the UV images in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfieldlong (LBHL) band having a 37 seconds exposure time. This band
is dominated by the emission created by the electron impact on
N2. All electron energies contribute in this process, and as the
absorption of LBHL emissions by atmospheric oxygen is negligi-
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precipitation at lower energies (<1 keV) there is found to exist an
additional maximum in the postnoon region [McDiarmid
et al., 1975; Liou et al., 1997] where an almost complete lack of
X-ray emission is observed [Petrinec et al., 1998]. All of these
studies, except for the study of Berkey et al. [1974], were based on
adding all the observed precipitation during all kind of geomagnetic activity, and provide no information on the temporal behaviour of single substorms. However, a statistical study of 14
isolated substorms during 1996 [Østgaard et al., 1999b] using
PIXIE and UVI data from the Polar satellite combined with
ground-based measurements and data from geosynchronous satellites have confirmed many of these global characteristics.
To further investigate the global features of both soft and energetic precipitation during isolated substorms we will present an
isolated substorm from 1997 where both the low-energy and highenergy range X rays were detected by PIXIE. Particle measurements obtained in the injection region in the magnetotail and at
geosynchronous orbit are examined. Electron measurements from
low-altitude satellite passes through the region of the localized
maximum in the morning sector are used to compare calculated X
rays from electron spectra with the directly measured X rays.
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Figure 1. (a) Dst and Kp indices during the event. (b) Provisional
AE index from Kyoto, based on all the 8 stations. The dashed line
indicates the onset time of the substorm.
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Figure 2. Meridional and equatorial view of the spacecraft locations at 1108 UT September 4, 1997
ble (below ~10 keV), the intensity reflects the total energy influx
of electron precipitation. The electron energies, which UVI is sensitive to, are estimated to be from 1 keV to 10 keV given an energy
flux of 1 erg (cm2 s)-1. For larger energy fluxes the threshold may
be lowered down to about 100 eV (G. Germany private communication, 1998). Middle panel shows 5 min accumulation of PIXIE
images in the energy range 2.7-9.4 keV. These X rays are produced by electron energies above ~3 keV. Right panel shows 10
min accumulation of PIXIE images in the energy range 7.8-21.2
keV, which are produced by electron energies above ~8 keV. Both
panels of X-ray images have approximately the same center time,
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Plate 1. (left) UV images in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield-long (LBHL) band, exposure time 37 seconds. (middle) Integral X-ray flux in
the energy range from 2.7 keV to 9.4 keV, 5 min accumulation. The celestial source Circinus X-1 is encircled. (right) Integral X-ray
flux in the energy range from 7.8 keV to 21.2 keV, 10 min accumulation. Corrected geomagnetic (CGM) grid is used in all the panels.
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Figure 4. Measurements by Geotail situated at [-10,-2,0] GSM and
LANL SC 1994-084 in geostationary orbit. (a) Inclination of magnetic field lines measured by Geotail. (b) Ion measurements from
HEP at Geotail. (c) Proton measurements by LANL SC 1994-084.
The dashed line indicates the onset time at 1108 UT identified from
the X-ray measurements.

Figure 3. Time development of the mean differential X-ray fluxes
in sectors from 19-21 to 8-10 MLT and fixed magnetic latitude 60˚74˚. Dotted lines indicate the onset of X-ray emission.
but are accumulated differently in order to obtain sufficient statistics to process images. Further information about the image
processing can be found in [Østgaard et al., 1999a].
In all the low-energy X-ray images in the middle panel the
celestial source Circinus X-1 is seen, entering at slant angle
through adjacent pinholes of the PIXIE camera. Circinus X-1 is
moving across the image as the Polar satellite proceeds in its orbit.
As the energy spectrum of this neutron-star binary X-ray source is
rather soft, it is not detectable in the higher energy range of X rays
shown in the right panel.
From the UV images Plate 1a (left) we see soft electron precipitation prior to the substorm onset in the postnoon sector which is
totally absent in the X-ray images (middle and right). In the UVI
we also see a localized bright region around 20 MLT which
appeared about 1100 UT (images not shown). As this bright
region does not expand or increase in intensity for at least the next
5 min, we think this is another growth phase signature which corresponds well with the AE index around that time. This bright
region is just barely seen in the low-energy X-ray image in
Plate 1a (middle) indicating relatively soft electron precipitation.
From images not shown the UV substorm onset is determined to
occur between 1105 UT and 1108 UT at about 21 MLT (no
images were available between 1105 UT and 1108 UT) expanding

both westward and eastward with time. In Plate 1b the westward
edge has moved about one hour local time duskward in ~12 min
giving an average westward travelling surge (WTS) velocity of
about 0.8 km/s. From the X-ray images (middle and right panels)
we see the precipitation region expands eastward and in Plate 1d
we see the localized morning maximum appears in both of the
energy ranges of X rays. Unfortunately, due to the smaller field of
view (FOV) of the UVI, we have no UV measurements in the
morning sector during this event and we are not able to tell if this
feature involves low electron energies as well. However, from several statistical studies [Jelly and Brice, 1967; Berkey et al., 1974;
McDiarmid et al., 1975; Hardy et al., 1985] it is believed that this
localized maximum of precipitation involves mainly energetic
electrons. From the statistical study of Østgaard et al. [1999b] it
was reported that this morning maximum was rarely seen by the
UVI but was a common feature in the PIXIE images, which indicated precipitation of rather energetic electrons.
In Figure 3 the time development of the high-energy X-ray
emission (7.8-19.0 keV) in the 2 hour MLT sectors from 19 to 10
MLT is shown. These X-ray measurements are continuous and not
contaminated by the Circinus X-1. In the north-south direction all
sectors extend from 60˚ to 74˚ corrected geomagnetic (CGM) latitude. 5 min accumulations of X rays sampled every 30 s and a running average of 3 (i.e., 1.5 min) are used. The end of the
accumulation time interval is used at the abscissa, giving about a 1
min resolution for the timing of onset, but about 2.5 min too late
timing of the maxima (as the center time should be used for the
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maxima). To improve the statistics 2 hour MLT sectors were chosen. For fluxes of 100 (keV s sr cm2)-1 the σ is about 30%. The
data gap between 1155 and 1203 UT is due a change in the platform angle, which smears out the X-ray images in this time interval. The X-ray substorm onset is found to occur in the 21-22 MLT
sector at 1108:30 UT, which corresponds fairly well with the onset
time determined from the UVI taking into account the 1 min time
resolution of the X-ray measurements and the 37 s exposure time
from the UVI. The X-ray features are expanding eastward into the
morning sector. In the sectors from 4 to 9 MLT the localized maximum in the morning sector can be seen. The onset of the localized maximum can be identified from the 5-7 MLT sector to be
1118.30 UT, but could be identified from the adjacent sectors as
well. Although there is a weak enhancement of X-ray emission in
the 19-21 MLT sector 1 min later than the substorm onset in the 21
MLT sector it can hardly be interpreted as any westward expansion (WTS) of the X-ray features.
A movie of the entire X-ray substorm in the energy range of
7.8-21.2 keV can be found at the URL address: http://
www.fi.uib.no/~nikolai/PIXIE-mov/970904.html. The movie
clearly shows the eastward expansion and the localized morning
maximum of X-ray emission.
In Figure 4 the magnetic field and particle measurements from
Geotail are shown along with the proton measurements from the
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) SC 1994-084. From
Figure 4b an injection of protons is seen most significantly in the
217-352 keV channel coincidentally with the signatures of the
dipolarization of the field lines (Figure 4a) about one minute
before the onset of the X-ray substorm, which is about the uncertainty of the onset time determined from the PIXIE measurements
(Figure 3) and in very good agreement with the UV substorm
onset time. These measurements from Geotail strongly indicate
that the current wedge is formed very close to 10 RE. The SC
1994-084 observes the injection some minutes later as should be
expected due to the gradient and curvature drift of protons injected
2-3 MLT sectors east of the spacecraft.
From Figure 3 we identified the substorm onset time to be at
1108:30 UT (21-22 MLT sector) and the onset of the localized
maximum in the morning sector at 1118:30 UT (5-7 MLT sector).
The time delays of 10.5 min are plotted in Figure 5 along with the
time delays along the auroral zone for 7 other isolated substorms
from 1996 and 1997. Assuming the X-ray features to be caused by
electrons injected at midnight and drifting eastward into the morning sector the time delays between the substorm onset and the
appearance of X-ray emissions at different local times along the
auroral zone, can be used to calculate the electron energies that
correspond to the observed time delays. Both a simple dipole drift
model [Lew, 1961] and a more realistic model which takes the azimuthal assymmerty of the field lines into account
[Roederer, 1970] can be used for this purpose. From the statistical
study of Østgaard et al. [1999b] it was shown that the model of
Roederer [1970] tended to give 5-20 keV lower energies than the
model of Lew [1961], but for most of the substorms this discrepancy was smaller than the uncertainties of the determination of
time delays. Keeping this in mind the model of Lew [1961] can be
used to plot the time delays for drifting electrons of different energies in the same plot as the observed time delays of X-ray features. Figure 5 shows that for 8 substorms from 1996 and 1997 the
time delays of X-ray features along the auroral zone correspond to
precipitation from drifting electrons in the energy range of 90-170
keV. These findings confirm the results from Sletten et al. [1971],
~140 keV, Kangas et al. [1975], 100-200 keV, and Berkey et al.
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Figure 5. Delay time from substorm onset to the onset of the Xray emission at different local time sectors along the auroral zone
Dotted lines show delay time versus MLT sectors for energies
from 90 keV to 170 keV using the drift model of Lew [1961].
[1974], 100 keV. Notice that these high energies correspond to the
first-arriving electrons which produce the first enhancement of X
rays along the auroral zone and that electrons at lower energies
probably account for the subsequent increase of the observed X
rays. In 7 of the 8 cases shown in Figure 5 we observe an apparent
increase of electron energies when the X-ray features arrive the
morning sector (i.e., at high Delta MLT values). The uncertainties
of time delay determination is ~1 min but as this tendency is seen
in 7 of 8 cases the apparent energy increase seems to be significant. If the model of Roederer [1970] was used instead of Lew
[1961] the dotted lines indicating energies in Figure 5 would not
have been linear but would have a steadily increasing slope as the
drift velocity decreases towards the dayside. Thus, this implies an
even stronger energy increase than shown in Figure 5. This apparent energy increase of ~10-30 keV may be associated with an
electric potential drop along the drift path. To give the observed
electron energy increase the electric field must have a westward
component along the drift path with a maximum in the morning
sector, which is not very likely. However, we do not think there is
any additional energization in the morning sector but that the trend
observed must rather be explained by a wave-particle interaction
which is more favourable for these high energy electrons in the 59 MLT region than in the earlier local time sectors. This explanation requires that the electron cloud becomes rather anisotropic
when entering the morning sector. This has been modelled by
Jentsch [1976] and observed by Isenberg et al. [1982]. As the
electrons reach the morning sector where the conditions for wave
growth [Parrot and Gaye ,1994] and electron scattering [Isenberg
et al., 1982] are very good the fluxes of high energy precipitating
electrons may increase due to pitch angle diffusion and give these
signatures of apparent energy increase.
In Figure 6 and Figure 7 we have examined the electron precipitation within the loss cone measured by low-altitude satellites
for two different passes through the region of the localized maximum of X-ray emission in the morning sector. National Oceanic
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Figure 6. (a) Electron measurements within the loss cone from
NOAA-12 (3.6-4.9 keV). (b) X-ray fluxes (2.7-9.4 keV) from
PIXIE along the magnetic footprint of NOAA-12 satellite accumulated from 1200 to 1205 UT. (c) X-ray fluxes (7.8-21.2 keV)
from PIXIE along the trajectory of NOAA-12 satellite, accumulated from 1202 to 1210 UT. (d) Electron measurements (>30 keV)
at 10˚ (solid line) and 80˚ (dashed line) local zenith angle from
NOAA-12. (e) PIXIE image (2.7-9.4 keV) accumulated from
1200:40 to 1205:00 UT showing the trajectory of the NOAA-12
satellite. The grid is corrected geomagnetic coordinates. The
dashed vertical lines through panel 2-4 indicate the boundary of
isotropic electron flux >30 keV.
and Atmospheric Administration spacecraft 12 (NOAA-12) and
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program spacecraft F13 (DMSP
F13) are both in a near circular polar orbit at about 800 km altitude. The measurements from NOAA-12 (Figure 6) are compared
with measured X rays along the magnetic footprint of the satellite
averaged within a circle with a diameter of about 500 km The
spatial resolution of the PIXIE images from these apogee passes is
1000 km. However, as long as the averaging area is significantly

e

Figure 7. (a) Electron measurements within the loss cone from
DMSP-F13 (>4.9 keV). (b) X-ray fluxes (2.7-9.4 keV) from PIXIE along the magnetic footprint of DMSP F13 satellite accumulated from 1215:40 to 1220:00 UT. (c) X-ray fluxes (7.8-21.2 keV)
from PIXIE along the trajectory of DMSP F13 satellite accumulated from 1220 to 1228 UT. (d) Electron measurements
(>20.8 keV) within the loss cone from DMSP-F13. (e) PIXIE image (2.7-9.4 keV) accumulated from 1215:40 to 1220:00 UT
showing the trajectory of the DMSP-F13 satellite. The grid is corrected geomagnetic coordinates.
smaller than the spatial resolution of the pinhole camera itself, the
resulting spatial resolution of the X-ray profiles is basically determined by the spatial resolution of the camera, i.e., 1000 km.
Figure 6a shows the electron fluxes from one of the channels of
the Total Energy Detector (TED) [Raben et al., 1995] looking at
10˚ local zenith angle, which corresponds to pitch angles <25˚ at
these latitudes. The low-energy X-ray emission in Figure 6b is
accumulated from 1200:40 to 1205:00 UT, due to the restriction
given by the duty cycling of the front chamber of the PIXIE
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Figure 8. Measured and calculated X-ray fluxes along the magnetic footprint of the NOAA-12 satellite for September 4, 1997.
Solid lines show the measured X-ray fluxes. Dotted lines show
the calculated X-ray production from the electron spectra measured by TED and MEPED onboard NOAA-12. Dashed dotted
lines show the unsmoothed calculated X-ray flux. (a) X-ray fluxes in the energy range from 2.7 to 9.4 keV, accumulated from
1200 to 1205 UT. (b) X-ray fluxes in the energy range from 7.8
to 21.2 keV, accumulated from 1202 to 1210 UT. The dashed
vertical lines through panel 2-4 indicate the boundary of isotropic
electron flux >30 keV (see Figure 6).
instrument. As the rear chamber is continuously operating the
high-energy range X rays in Figure 6c are accumulated from 1202
to 1210 UT to be consistent with the electron measurements.
Figure 6d shows the integral electron flux >30 keV measured by
the Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED)
[Raben et al., 1995] looking at 10˚ local zenith angle (solid line)
and 80˚ local zenith angle (dashed line). During the pass these
zenith angles correspond to 0˚-25˚ and 65˚-95˚ pitch angle intervals, which give us information about the boundaries of isotropic
precipitation of electrons >30 keV. These boundaries are marked
with dashed vertical lines in Figure 6. NOAA-12 is passing the Xray source area from 1202 to 1210 UT, which means that the
measurements of the lower X-ray energies (Figure 6b) are not
consistent in time after 1205 UT. However the comparison indicates that the morning precipitation seems to be quite stable. In
Figure 7 the electron measurements from the SSJ/4 [Hardy
et al., 1984] detector onboard DMSP-F13 looking at local zenith,
which corresponds to pitch angles <15˚ at these latitudes, are compared with the X-ray emission accumulated from 1215:40 to
1220:00 UT along the magnetic footprint of the satellite for the
lower X-ray energies but from 1220 to 1228 UT for the highenergy X rays. DMSP-F13 is passing the area from 1220 to 1228
UT, which means that the measurements are not consistent in time
for the lower X-ray energies. But again the comparison indicates
that the morning precipitation seems to be quite stable.
In Figure 8 we show the measured X-ray fluxes along the mag-

Figure 9. Measured and calculated X-ray fluxes along the magnetic footprint of the DMSP F13 satellite for September 4, 1997.
Solid lines show the measured X-ray fluxes. Dotted lines show
the smoothed calculated X-ray production from the electron
spectra measured by SSJ/4 particle detector onboard DMSP F13.
Dashed dotted lines show the unsmoothed calculated X-ray flux.
(a) X-ray fluxes in the energy range from 2.7 to 9.4 keV, accumulated from 1215 to 1220 UT. (b) X-ray fluxes in the energy range
from 7.8 to 21.2 keV, accumulated from 1220 to 1228 UT.
netic footprint of the NOAA-12 satellite together with the calculated production of X rays from the electron spectra measured by
the NOAA-12 loss cone detectors from 1200 to 1212 UT. In
Figure 8a the production of X rays in the low-energy range are
shown compared to the measured X rays accumulated from 1200
to 1205 UT and in Figure 8b the production of the high-energy
range X rays are compared with the measured X rays accumulated
from 1202 to 1210 UT. To obtain the X-ray production we use the
20 s integrated electron spectra and make a sum of two exponentials fit to each spectrum along the trajectory. The choice of a two
exponentials fit to the electron spectra enables us to include the
broad knee in the electron spectra around ~10-20 keV which is
frequently observed in the morning sector [Østgaard et al., 1998,
Sharber et al., 1998]. The energy spectra from NOAA-12 are
obtained from the TED detector giving counts in four energy
channels in the energy interval 0.3-4.9 keV and the MEPED
detector giving integral counts >30 keV, >100 keV and >300 keV
at pitch angles <25˚. A look-up table assuming isotropic electron
precipitation gives us the X-ray production emitted at different
zenith angles as a function of single exponentials. This look-up
table is provided by a coupled electron photon transport code originally derived from neutron transport codes [Lorence, 1992]. In
this case the transport is of electrons and photons, and includes
bremsstrahlung production, Compton scattering, photo-absorption, and radiation by secondary electrons. By adding the X-ray
outcome from the two exponentials and integrating the X-ray
fluxes in the energy ranges 2.7-9.4 keV and 7.8-21.2 keV we get
the calculated X rays from each electron spectrum. The profiles of
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the calculated X-ray production are smoothed by a running average of 140 seconds (i.e., over 1000 km along the satellite orbit) in
order to be comparable to the spatial resolution of the measured
X-ray profiles, which is about 1000 km. As can be seen from
Figure 8 the calculated X rays from the electron spectra are in
fairly good agreement with the directly measured X rays in both
energy ranges of X rays within the boundary of isotropic electron
precipitation (dashed vertical lines). The discrepancy is within the
statistical errors of the measurements in this region. In the regions
of anisotropic electron precipitation the calculation gives us too
small X-ray fluxes. As our look-up tables are based on the
assumption of isotropic electron fluxes the discrepancy in the anisotropic region are most probably due to X rays produced by the
higher electron fluxes at pitch angles >25˚. In Figure 6d the presence of anisotropic fluxes with large electron fluxes at pitch angles
>65˚ is clearly seen. Assuming the X-ray production to be at 100
km altitude the loss cone at 800 km is within pitch angles of ~50˚.
As our spectra are obtained at pitch angles <25˚ the X-ray production are probably under-estimated in the region of anisotropic
electron precipitation. Another source of discrepancy is introduced if the electron precipitation is structured. Such structures
would be smoothed by the PIXIE FOV, but not by the point measurements of particles.
In Figure 9 we show the measured X-ray fluxes along the magnetic footprint of the DMSP F13 satellite together with the calculated production of X rays from the electron spectra measured by
DMSP F13 from 1218 to 1230 UT. In Figure 9a the production of
X rays in the low-energy range is shown compared to the measured X rays accumulated from 1215 to 1220 UT (time interval is
restricted by the duty cycling of the front chamber of PIXIE). In
Figure 9b panel the production of the high-energy range X rays is
compared with the measured X rays accumulated from 1220 to
1228 UT. To obtain the X-ray production we use the 20 s integrated electron spectra and make a sum of two exponentials fit to
each spectrum along the trajectory. The energy spectra from
DMSP F13 are obtained from the SSJ/4 particle detector giving
counts in 19 energy channels logarithmically spaced from 30 eV
to 30 keV at pitch angles <15˚. We have used the same procedure
and the same look-up tables of X-ray production as for the
NOAA-12 electron spectra. The profile of X-ray production is
shown as dashed dotted lines. A smoothed profile (running average of 140 seconds, i.e., 1000 km to be consistently compared
with the measured X-ray profiles) is plotted by dotted lines. As
can be seen from Figure 9a the peak of the smoothed profile is
close the measured X rays in the low energy range when the statistical uncertainties are taken into account. The DMSP F13 measurements give no spectral information of the electrons above
30 keV, but in the region of poor correlation the fluxes in the highenergy range electrons (within 15˚ pitch angle) falls off rapidly
(not shown) and are so low that fluxes above 30 keV probably can
not account for the discrepancy between measured and calculated
X rays. From DMSP F13 we have no information about the electron precipitation at pitch angles >15˚, but based on our findings
from the NOAA-12 pass we interpret the region of good agreement to be the region of high electron fluxes i.e., the isotropic precipitation region. North and south of this region we calculate too
low X-ray fluxes. The most probable explanation for this discrepancy is that our assumption of isotropic electron fluxes fails in this
region and that the observed X rays are produced by larger electron fluxes at pitch angles >15˚. Another source of discrepancy is
again the probability of structured features in the electron precipitation. For the high energy range, Figure 9b, the peak of smoothed

calculated X rays is close to the measured X rays. The adjacent
measured points are close to the calculated profile when statistical
uncertainties are taken into account. At about 60˚ CGM latitude
the measured X rays exceed the calculated X rays, which may be
due to X rays produced by the anisotropic electron distribution in
this area.

3. Conclusions
By examining an isolated substorm from September 4, 1997 we
have found many of the same characteristics as reported in the statistical study of Østgaard et al. [1999b].
1. Growth phase signatures of directly driven precipitation at
in the postnoon and dusk sector are not seen by PIXIE but clearly
seen in the UV substorm, indicating mainly soft precipitation.
2. The substorm onset is seen simultaneously by UVI and
PIXIE and correlates fairly well with the dipolarization and injection signatures seen in the magnetotail at 10 RE.
3. During the expansion phase the X-ray emission source
region is expanding dawnward.
4. During the recovery phase a localized maximum of X-ray
emission is seen in the morning sector.
5. The delay times between the onset of the localized maximum of X rays in the morning sector relative to the substorm
onset time in the midnight sector, are found to be consistent with
drifting electrons in the energy range of 90-170 keV for 8 isolated
substorms from 1996 and 1997. This strongly indicates that the
maximum of precipitation observed in the morning sector is not
caused by any new source region in the morning sector of the
magnetosphere but rather by electrons injected close to midnight,
drifting into the morning sector due to their gradient and curvature
drift in the inhomogeneous magnetic field.
By examining the electron measurements from two passes of
low-altitude satellites through the localized maximum of X-ray
emission seen in the morning sector we may also conclude:
6. The X-ray fluxes calculated from the electron precipitation
measured by the satellites in the morning sector are in fairly good
agreement with the directly measured X rays by PIXIE in the
region of isotropic electron precipitation.
7. Our method for calculating the X-ray fluxes are based on the
assumption of isotropic electron precipitation and the input for our
calculations are the electron spectra measured at small pitch
angles. In the regions of anisotropic electron precipitation these
spectra can not represent the entire loss-cone electron distribution.
The observed X-ray fluxes are probably produced by higher fluxes
of electrons at larger pitch angles but still within the loss-cone.
The lack of high-energy electron measurements and the presence
of structured features of precipitation will introduce additional
uncertainties.
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